
     

GlossaRy

Back Half: a back flip with a half twist
Back Handspring: a tumbling skill where you 
jump off two feet, arch backward to push off 
your hands and finish back on your feet
Back Handspring: a tumbling skill where you 
jump off two feet, arch backward to push off 
your hands, and land on both feet together
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Back Handspring Stepout: a tumbling skill 
where you jump off two feet, arch backward to 
push off your hands, split your legs, and land on 
one foot, then the other
Blind Change: s skill on bars where you swing 
and turn to face the other direction on top of the 
bar
Blind Landing: a landing, facing forward, where 
the gymnast cannot see the floor before she lands
Cast Handstand:  a skill on bars where you 
begin in a front support and end up in a hollow 
body position all the way to handstand
Compete: the act of performing your routines in 
front of a judge for a score
Compulsory: levels 3-5 in gymnastics where 
everyone competing performs the same routines
Complex: a series of basic skills used together 
to create a warm-up or workout for an event



Deductions: the points taken off a routine in a 
competition
Double Back Flyaway:  a skill where you 
perform two backwards saltos in one flip off the 
bar for a dismount
Double Full: a skill where you perform two 
twists in one flip
Drill: skill or part of a skill that helps to improve 
technique or a larger skill
Free Hip Handstand: a back hip circle without 
touching your hips to the bar, opening your 
shoulders so you go to handstand
Front Hip Circle: a bar skill where you begin 
in a front support, circle forward around the bar 
and end up in front support
Front Mill Circle: a bar skill where you split the 
bar and circle forward around the bar
Full Split: in leaps and jumps, when the split is 
180 degrees
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Full Turn: a turn on one foot that goes 360 
degrees
Full Twist: a flip with a 360 degree twist in the 
middle
Giant: a circle on the bar where you begin in 
a handstand and swing in a straight line all the 
way around the bar back to handstand, keeping 
your arms straight overhead the entire time
Glide Kip: a bar skill where you swing under the 
bar, bring your toes to the bar, then pull yourself 
up to a front support
Glide Swing: a bar skill where you swing under 
the bar (the first part of a glide kip)
Grips: leather worn on a gymnast’s hands to 
help her stay on the bars
Half Pirouette: from a handstand, turn both 
hands to turn the body so you are facing the 
other direction
Handstand: a position where you stand 
vertically on your hands



Handstand Flat Back: a vault where after you 
jump on the board, you do a handstand and fall 
to your back in a tight body position (the level 3 
competitive vault)
Handstand Forward Roll: a tumbling skill 
where you perform a handstand then roll forward 
out of it
Head Judge: the judge in a panel on each event 
that raises the flag and the gymnast salutes to
Injury Prevention: exercises to help strengthen 
small muscles, tendons and ligaments so injury 
does not happen as easily
Layout Flyaway: a bar dismount where you 
perform a tap swing and let go of the bar to do a 
straight-body salto to your feet
Layout Step Out: a skill where you perform a 
back handspring step out with no hands
Leap Pass: a combination of dance skills 
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Leg Lift: a conditioning move where you hang 
straight down from the bar and lift your toes to 
the bar
Level 8: the eighth of ten levels in USA 
Gymnastics
Long Hang Kip: a kip on the high bar
Meet Run-Through: a (usually) shortened 
practice where you and your team run through 
your routines, usually before a competition
Meet Warm-up: a set warm-up that a team does 
to warm-up for a meet
Mock Meet: also known as a “critique meet” 
where you and your team perform your routines 
in front a a judge before the season officially 
starts for experience
Mount: the skill that gets you onto an apparatus
One-and-a-Half-Turn: a turn on toe that is 540 
degrees



Open Warm-up: the first part of a meet where 
gymnasts warm-up on the floor to prepare for the 
meet
Optionals: the term used for levels 6-elite; those 
competitors that make up their own routines
Pike Tsuk: a Tsukahara vault (half-on, flip off) 
ina pike position
Pit Mat: a thick mat, usually 36 inches, where 
you compete a handstand flat back
Pivot Turn: a turn done on two feet when they 
are in relevé lock
Press Handstand: a skill where you press your 
shoulders over your hands and either straddle or 
pike up into a handstand position
Pullover: a skill on bars where you begin in 
a hanging position (or on the floor under the 
low bar) and lift your hips to the bar and circle 
backwards around the bar until you finish in a 
front support
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Punch Front: a front tuck from a run or out of 
another flip
Regionals: a post-season meet where the best 
gymansts in your state’s region compete
Release Move: a skill on bars where you let go 
of the bar and then catch it again
Rotation: the group a gymnast competes on 
each event with
Round-off: a skill where you begin like a 
cartwheel, but you bring your feet together in the 
middle and land on two feet
Runway: the place on vault where one runs to 
the vault
Season: the part of the year during which you 
compete
Series: a connection of two skills in a row; most 
often associated with an acro connection on 
beam
Set: to put the equipment on a specific height or 
distance for a gymnast



Setting: the height or distance equipment is 
placed for a gymnast
Single-leg Shoot Through: a bar skill where 
you cast and place one foot through your hands
Sprint: a short fast run, as on vault
Squat-on: a bar skill where you tuck your knees 
so both feet land on the low bar between your 
hands, usually to catch the high bar
Stall Bar: a bar that looks like a ladder next to a 
wall where gymnasts can do conditioning skills
Standing Back Tuck: a single salto in the tuck 
position from a stand
State: a post-season meet where the best 
gymnasts in the state compete
Switch Leap: a leap where you kick one leg up, 
then switch your legs in the air and end in full 
split
Timed Warm-up: at a meet, the set amount of 
time a gymnast gets to warm up her routine
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Tuck Tsuk: a Tsukahara vault (half-onn, flip off) 
in the tuck position
Upgrade: to work a more difficult version of a 
skill
Vault Table: the vaulting apparatus
Vegan: a diet where you do not eat any animal 
products
Vegetarian: a diet where you do not eat any meat
Yurchenko: a vault skill where you perform 
a round-off onto the springboard, a back 
handspring onto the vault table and a salto before 
landing on the floor (see Gym Rats: Toe Jam for 
more detailed information)


